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’Show
us the
money’
SJSU gains from NCAAs
By Andy Ho
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
March is about to become a little hotter in San
Jose when the National Collegiate Athletic
Association blows into town as four teams vie for the
men’s Division I West Regional title.
The tournament championship, also known as
March Madness, is scheduled for Thursday and
Saturday at San Jose Arena. As the host school for the
tournament, San Jose State University can earn about
$10,000 from the event after expenses, according to a
figure released by the University of Colorado, which
hosted a similar event last year.
As tournament co-host with the Western Athletic
Conference, SJSU is also entitled to an "honorarium"
from the NCAA, said Lawrence Fan, SJSU’s sports
information director. Fan said he is not sure how
much the NCAA will give the university after the
event. An honorarium is a payment for services where
no amount is preset as compensation.
Jon Burianek, the social athletic director for the
University of Colorado, said the honorarium is 10
percent of the school’s net revenue, excluding preapproved expenses incurred by the school to promote
the event. The NCAA only pays for expenses agreed
upon by the school and the organization. Burianek
said.
Burianek said the host school earns some income,
but it comes at a price.
"They’re (host schools) going to make a little
money, but they’ll earn every penny," Burianek said.
"It’s good money and it’s fair, but the school does a
lot for it."
Burianek said the University of Colorado did
make some money, but "it was close" to what it had
spent. He doesn’t remember the amount of the honorarium.
Burianek said how worthwhile the tournament is
varies from host school to host school, and each
school needs to determine how important basketball
is to the community both on and off campus.
"I think it’s a premiere event, and it’s positive for
college sports," he said.
Part of SJSU’s role as co-host with the WAC is to
make campus facilities available for visiting athletes to
practice. Fan said.

Caret caves in to
federal pressure
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

v...
PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER
Spartan Daily
SJSU President Robert Caret announces that he will reinstate the Reserve Officer Training Corps on campus in
a news conference held in the Engineering building Monday.

Moving quickly to save $23 million in federal funds, SJSU
President Robert Caret reinstated the Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps Monday to comply with the
Solomon Amendment.
"We have been strong-armed into violating civil liberties
on campus by the federal government," Caret said at a
Monday news conference. "This institution has been forced
to compromise its deeply-held belief in non-discrimination to
protect our students and faculty."
As a result of Caret’s decision, the Air Force ROTC will
remain a permanent detachment on campus and all ROTC
classes will now be taught at San Jose State University. The
process to discontinue Ron: will stop, and the freshman
class that was sent to Santa Clara University during the phaseout will be asked to come back beginning next fall.
"I am pleased that our freshman students will he able to
come back to San Jose State," said It. Col. Kirk Brown of the
Air Force ROTC. "There has been no tension between
President Caret and myself because we have been in constant
communication throughout the whole ordeal while we both
tried to resolve this issue."
With no other options. Caret said he was forced to bring
hack ROTC when he received official confirmation in March
from the Department of Definsc that the 1994 university
policy discontinuing ROTC was a violation of the Solomon
Amendment.
"Caret had no choice," said Wiggsy Sivertscn, a gay rights
activist and faculty professor. "lie had to take action to protect the university, but the Board of Directors and the
Chancellor’s Office should be ashamed of themselves. They
have acted in a way that is shameless and gutless by not taking a position against ROTC.
"By not acting, the board has invited back an armed service who has the worst record in attempting to expels gays in
the military."
According to Sivertsen, the Air Force ROTC treats homo

See ROTC, page 6

A.S. election results

TAP fee increases $6
By Gloria Megan.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Associated Student fees increased
by $6 per semester, when Measure F,
the Public Transportation Act, passed
in last week’s A.S. election.
With the measure passing, light
rail, bus service, and paratransit services for the disabled will continue to
be free for all enrolled SJSU students.
The ’t ransit Access Program, under
which students receive these services,
started in 1994.
According to Alfonso De Alba,
special projects manager for ’I ’AP,
with the measure passing, the contract between the campus and Valley
ransportation Agency will be
extended for another three years.
Additional services will also be available in the fall 1997, which will
include the Guarantee Ride Home, a

discount for child-care at the TAMICO
Light Rail Station, and the changing
bike storage facilities on campus. ’t he
Guarantee Ride Home program
would provide transportation to a
student living in Santa Clara Counts’
if their car breaks down while at
school.
The current adult day pass cost
$35 per month. For the $23.50 transportation student fee, students can
take advantage of saving $151.50 in
the five-month fall/winter Semesters
and $291.50 in the spring/sunimer
semester, which spans eight months.
"I think Measure I’ would benefit
a lot of students, but if the fees got
ridiculously high it would hinder
even the students who relied on public transportation," said psychology
major Edith Mesa. "Paying more
tuition is what students would like to
avoid. I hope the school can contain

The blind
leading
the blind
Kate Pearson leads a blindfolded Carisa Book past
the rose garden as part of a risk-trust walk for their
occupational therapy class with instructor Ardath
McDermott The exercise is designed to help
occupational therapy majors learn the importance of
trust between them and their patients
PHOTO BY MAX BECHEREN
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Groups left officeless
By Kim Skolnick
Spartan Daily Staff Writ,

"I think Measure F
would benefit a lot
of students."
Edith Mesa,
psychology major
fees for the sake of those who don’t
conic from higher inc tune brat kelt."
"I have friends that take the transit," said business administration
major Junk. Covarrubias. "It’s security
if something should happen to my
windy "Using the transit would
make it cheaper on gas, save were and
tear on my vehicle and call be more
relaxing."

With the defeat of Measure G in
Thursday’s A.S. elections, many student organizations will continue their
at least for now.
homeless Status
Voters rejected the measure by a
vote of 791 to 663, said Associated
Students adviser (Mary Barnett.
Measure G asked students to approve
a $6 fee increase to finance the con sum ’ion of office space and activity
areas for the more than 200 student
climbs on campus. It would also have
funded a coordinator for intramural
club sports.
"We are very disappointed," said
Elizabeth Tirado, cum-coordinator of
the Women’s Resource Center. "We
really need a space where we can provide more services."
The measure was defeated by 128

votes. According it, Tirado, the close
vote shows that students support providing their organizations sonic place
to call their own.
"The only place we have is the
Student Union and classrooms," said
Greg Sowers, president of the
American Indian Science and
Engineering Society.
Sowers said getting space at the
Student Union can be difficult, particularly for emergency meetings.
In the past. his organization had to
hold meetings in a variety of locations. including some of its members’
apart MOUS. 011e of the troubled
spots this lack of space has given the
society involves the scheduling of
guest speakers. It is inappropriate to
invite a corporate representative to
Speak Al someone’s apart MCIII. Sowers
said.
’Firado also pointed out a problem

created by the high demand for meeting space: the lack of time. The
resource center reserves space At the
counseling center l’or discussion
groups. but meetings are often forced
to end before participants wish
because other organizations are
scheduled to use the facilities too
close together.
Tirado said if the campus wants to
create a community, it has to provide
places where students can meet.
Other campuses, such as San
Francisco State University and San
Diego SOW University, provide space
for student organizations, she said.
Sowers has spent time at Stanford
University and Santa ( :Ina University
and was impressed by the facilities
provided for students.
"It would be nice to have that
convenience on campus (SJSU) as

Bad boys
After judicial
finding, A.S. officers
should step down

See Measure G, page 6
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Spartagate: Simmons, Yaghmai and Rodriguez should own up to mistake
the late U.S. President Richard Nixon
/Icould own up to his unethical practices in
Watergate, the Associated Students executives should do the ethical thing, for once,
and step down from their positions immediately after committing Spanagate.
The Associated Students Judicial Review
Board found that A.S. President Jerry
Simmons, A.S. Vice President Mike
Yaghmai and A.S. Controller Adrian
Rodriguez have violated operating proce-

dures when purchasing 812,000 ri 0It1Le
equipment in Spartagatc.
The following is a list of their misappropriation of funds:
83,000 leather couch for the A.S. president’s office
$1,138 wood desk for the AS. president’s office
SI MOO each for two executive chairs
$6,395 for 23 office chairs
$1,000 for a Pioneer compact disc
sound system for the A.S. controller’s office

Editorial
The three executives bought the
Spanagate equipment from the executive
and legislative budgets
without the permission of the AS. Board of Directors or the
student body.
Additionally. Simmons, Yaghmai and
Rodriguez knowingly purchased and spent
$12,000 illegally.

What is even worse is the purchase of the
equipment left a negative balance in the
Associated Students account.
Also, an authorization signature that was
needed to sign -off the expenditures from
Yaghmai was conveniently left off.
The three executives tried to cover
Spanagate by silencing the A.S. Judicial
Review Board by discontinuing two positions that were needed to form quorum.
If the Review Board could not reach quorum, it could not submit or make any

President Clinton should
face harassment suit
message to the Supreme Court: Paula Jones
deserves her day in court. It is as simple as that.
Jones deserves to lie heard, and just because the
All IISAI sins are leveled against President Bill Clinton is
not a reason to dismiss diem.
The president is riot above the law.
The Supreme Court is debating whether President
Clinton will have to stand trial for sexual harassment
accusations made by Paula Jones, a former Arkansas state
employee. The decision by the Supreme Court will say
much about the State of women
in Our society
Should the Supreme Court
rule that this case is not impor
tam enough to tie up the
President’s time, it will show
just how seriously we regard
sexual harassment charges in
this country.
If the Supreme Court rules
WRITER’S FORUM
that a president is immuned to
liv 1trry
such charges, we are saying
Ilernandyi
that one man is more important than a woman, a Citizen of
the United States.
I agree with Supreme Court Justice Ammon Scalia
who stated, "We we presidents riding on horseback,
chopping firewood, playing golf. ... The notion that he
doesn’t have A Minute to spare is not credible."
If we look Al the facts, it is obvious that the reason this
case has taken so long to reach die Supreme (t is it is
a woman accusing a man. It has taken three years for this
case to reach the Supreme Court.
On the other hand, look at how vigoronsly
Whitewater his been investigated. That is an impirtant
case, IhIS I% 111%t A woman accusing a man.
The argument that the President shouldn’t be bur
dialed by a civil law suit isn’t valid.
"Tlw public interest it) a president’s unimpaired perfinmans e of his duties must take precedence over a private litigant’s desire or redress," Walter Dellinger, acting
solicitor general has stated
’Die people of the United States would benefit from
having this i ase resolved A% %00I1 AS possible. If Clinton is
indeed 111111/1. ellt, let hint have a chance to clear his name
AS well.
Ii anything, we should hold the most powerful WW1 in
the world to a higher standard than the average citizen.
That is the reAStIll We IIAVe the three Separate branches of
government, to provide A cites k on that power.
Statements like these only highlight the value we plot
on a woman’s right iii be heard. They say that At 111%,1
11011% Of sexual harassment aren’t impothmt enough to
tie up die president’s time.
This is .1 ItIfiger011% DoIM/11. It implies diat some laws
of this "ninny do Ilitt apply to the president; it makes
him above the law.
And what about Jones’ rights? This WOITIAll’S reputa
t ion was questioned by the media and by ( :lotion’s spin
(lilt tots

Some members 01 Me media have referred to this
a "big hal nil trailer trash shit " she should
have every right to have flit Ici is be heard.
She should have the light to dear her reputation,
regardless of who she is a, , usiog
WOMAII as

Larry Hernandez n a .Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Lawsuits against AOL
are frivolous, trivial

THE ADIA ASSESSES MLA JONES’ CRE4MILITY

My first girlfriend was a stripper
see her dance.
was something of a joke to many of’ my
"It’s one thing to know that I
IIfriends, the notoriously hopeless romanGues t Columnist
strip for other men," she’d say. "It’s
tic finally snared by a women of ill
quite another thing to watch me do
repute. We decided not to ill my parents.
aurent
Enlightened as they are, some prejudices die
Ca
stellocci
It all boiled down to property.
hard. ’They weren’t just my parents’ prejuThe biggest dilemma in stripping is
dices, of course. I pride myself on being a libthe fact that for years, women’s sexueral, open-minded guy. I consider myself a
feminist. I had to confront my feelings about a profession ality has been perceived as being owned by men. This
problem isn’t restricted to die sex trade, Just listen to the
with which I was uneasy.
She danced under the name Anais, after the writer. arguments about women in the corporate world and
Anal& considered herself a feminist. Stripping was not a you’ll see it. Maintain your sexuality, and you’ll be told
political act for her, it was a job. Nothing more, nothing no one will take you seriously. Give it up, and you’re a
less. Some days it was a good job, good money for doing ball-breaking bitch hist trying to be a man. It’s a no-win
something she liked. Some days it was a had one, the scenario right now. North America doesn’t seem ready to
money not making up fur the grind. It was similar to accept the idea a wotnan might own her sexuality.
Women have to deal with thousands of years of conevery other job.
ditioning telling the men who He them that, because she
I used to sit on the couch, massage her feet sore
from hours of dancing in stilettos? -- and listen to her takes her clothes off and you pay her, she’s not worth
and her friends talk about stripping. The money was considering as a human being. Not every man visiting a
good but addictive. There’s a theory about income: Give strip club thinks this way, of course. One might hope as
them enough to be comfortable, then threaten to take it society grows more enlightened, men will view the stripaway. Keep people in line. Given that no easily available pers in more the way male strippers are viewed: titillatpart-time job pays as well, the theory is powerful in the ing, fun and an expression of joy in sexuality, without a
sense of proprietorship.
sex industry.
Unfortunately it seems as though we are intent to
Some Were in for the short term, to pay tuition and
get out. Some were in for the long haul, investing their make male sexuality as much of a detriment as female.
Anais and I eventually broke up. She moved to
money against An early retirement. Others were just lost,
’Toronto, and I’ve never heard from her. Ever since then
trapped, with nowhere to go.
Antis was saving up money to get equipment to work I’ve had a healthy respect for the ambiguous nature of
oti her true love: pottery. She wanted to buy a kiln. She sexuality in our society. To celebrate it is to bring recrimnever had a problem with stripping itself. She had been ination. To repress it is to bring mental distress. ’Eherc
raised a good Catholic girl, hating her sexuality; now she are no easy answers of right or wrong, of power or privireveled in it. She never thought the profession itself WAS lege. It’s a situation in flux, with AA many solutions as
exploitive or immoral, although she thought a lot of the individuals. It’s 2 shelling ground we all walk through,
bombarded by images from a thousand directions. And
people involved with it were.
Anais had rules for dealing with the life she lived. She none of us are getting through unscathed.
always danced under an assumed name and never gave
This guest column appears courtesy of the Indiana Daily
her real one out to the customers. She didn’t even give
Student from Indiana University Ma 1.1 -Wire. Laurent
her real name to the owners of the dubs (Sr the bouncers,
Caw/Iwo, it a graduate student studying journalism.
since there WAS always the possibility someone could
Laura Dsetarinii column, Bohemian Bemusingi, will
bribe them for it.
return the Tiirralay aftt7 ,Spring Break.
Antis wouldn’t lap dance? She drew the line ai physi-cal contact. I her final till(’ WAS that I could never come to
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actions.
Luckily Simmons, Yaghmai and
Rodriguez committed these white-collar
crimes at SJSU because these unethical
actions would not have withstood in the real
world.
So Jerry, Mike and Adrian, what do you
say? Let’s do the right thing: Step down from
your positions, own up to your mistakes and
apologize to the student body for spending
our money.

at
a
Spartan Gaily, San Jose state
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Submisnions become the property4,1 tho Spartan) Daily end may be
edited fnr clarity, grammar. butiot
and length Submimions must
contain the author’ name,
addrmo, phone number, !gismo
two and major.
Sulamssionn may lw put in the
letters to the Editor 1ms at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bente! Hall Room 209, sent by fas
to 14051 924-3237 or mailed to Use
!Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
School of .krurnaliern and Masi,
Communications., San Jorie State
Uri:sonny,
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N()thing is more annoying than frivolous lawsuits. America Online has been the victim of
many of these frivolous lawsuits since they
changed to a $19.95 flat-rate fee in December.
Now the latest nonsense: four California residents
filing a class-action lawsuit against AOL seeking damages in excess of $100 million, accusing the company of
fraudulent business practices.
Why do people feel they need to sue one another
over any little issue? I used to
have AOL. I tried it, didn’t like
it and I canceled the service.
They even kept billing me
after I canceled, which is something that has been noted in
these lawsuits.
I chose calling them over
suing them. I pointed out
their error, which they
WRITER’S FORUM
acknowledged and corrected.
By Mark
Yes, I had to wait on hold
Steidel
for what seemed like an eternity, and yes, it was a source of
annoyance for a couple of
hours, but I dealt with it. Once in a while, you get
inconvenienced by something in your life. You deal
with it, and a sane person moves on.
Most of the lawsuits complain that AOL knowingly
took on more customers then they could handle when
they switched to the flat-rate fee. In other words, many
people are suing because they got a lot of busy signals.
Here’s a novel idea: Cancel the service. If you are not
happy with AOL’s service, you can switch to any number of their competitors’ Internet service.
I was unhappy with AOL, so I canceled and signed
up for Pacific Bell’s Internet service. I haven’t had a busy
signal since.
No lawsuits were needed, just common sense.
Perhaps these busy signals are the best thing that
could ever happen to these losers who are suing AOL.
Some of these people spend entirely too much time
indoors.
They are probably so used to spending eight straight
hours in a chat room for swingers that they don’t even
recognize the sun anymore.
Go out and do something instead of staying cooped
up in your shack trying to get on-line and dreaming up
ridiculous things to sue each other over all day long.
How does the idea of lawsuits even occur to someone over such a trivial issue? These have to be people
looking to "get rich quick."
It’s like a bad episode of "I I.ove Lucy," where Lucy
is trying to get one over on Ricky. These idiots who are
doing the suing are Lucy, and our judicial system is portraying Ricky.
I hope, much like the end of every "I Love Lucy"
episode
when Lucy’s ill-fated plan blows up in her
face
the judicial system will laugh this out of court
like the joke that it is.
AOI, has this to say about the lawsuits: "When the
law changes and plaintiffs have to pay for frivolous lawSilliS, suits like this won’t be filed anymore. There is no
merit to this lawsuit."
Well said.
Mark Steidel is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Holding on to memories: the impact of suicide
ii riday, March 14, a
In lend of mine, my huskind, (stir families and a
student id San Jose State
University. dee ’tied his life was
not worth living.
A man who was loved by MI
111.111V people and blessed with
gifts of kindness, humor and sensitivitv, made a horrible, irreversible choice that, at age 26, he
would end his life.
Matt Parker, a hard-working.
dedicated student of the business
department, a graduating senior
and a loyal friend is gone leaving behind him a trail of devastation and sorrow.
Questions of "why" and
"what if" will forever haunt those
that loved him.
If he had only reached out to
someone, maybe he would he
here today.
Matt had everything to live
for. He had countless people who
adored him, he had a bright
future in business and yet to him,
the luture Was hopeless.
Matt was a handsome, charis-

0

w

Matt Parker, a hard-working,
dedicated student of the business
department, a graduating senior and
a loyal friend is gone
leaving
behind him a trail of devastation and
sorrow.
LC,Impus Viewpoint
matic, intelligent person, a person who was admired, respected
and loved.
If Matt could have foreseen
the impact that his actions would
have on the countless people who
loved him, I would likc to think
he would have made the effort to
reach out and ask for the help he
so desperately needed.
His decision to die carried
with it ramifications of guilt and
and a sorrow deeper
anger
than most have ever known.

His family and friends, left
now with only memories of the
past, must try to cope with a
future without him.
We will always love you.
Matt.
Krista Strum
liberal Studies
If you or anyone yaw know need,
assistance or advice, call SAD
Counseling Services ar 924-5910,
the Suicide Crisis ups, at
279-3312 or the Help line at
267-HELP.
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Nutrition Month Celebration

p.a

Have your body tat percentage tested by the
Department of Nutrition and Food Science today
from 3 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. in CCB 103. The charge
is ES. Call Kim Roth at 924-3110 for more information.

Rho Sormits.. Inc wants you
1 he !sigma (
to raise your drug and alcohol awareness today at 7
p.m. in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Angela at 924-6264 for details.

Buy A Book

Come To The Turtle Bowl

Lecture Series and Video

Get Recruited By The Career
Center

P

of
ey
its
nof
er

)(XIII Center (across from the SJSU Theater).
Contact ;inns at 938-1611) for more information.

Find Out Your Body Fat
Percentage

1 he Nutrition and Food Science Club is having a
celebration for National Nutrition Month today
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. outside of the Student Union
Cafeteria. Contact Husna Hashmi at (510)7%3073 or Marty Wilson at 252-3544 for more information.
The Library Donations and Sales Unit is having a
book sale today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Donation and Sales Unit WLN 408 and the Clark
Library lobby. Donations are welcome. Call 9242705 for more details.

cl)
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March 18, 1997

The Career Center is holding a Recruiting
Services Orientation today at the Costanoan Room
in the Student Union. Contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6033 for more information.

1 he Delta Ida Sorority is having a Turtle Bowl
today at 3 p.m. in Williams Street Park. Call Sara
Ballesteros at 998-0744 for more information.

Build Your Stamina

1 he Disabled Students Association is holding A
Building Physical Stamina Workshop today from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Contact Bonita at 924-6138 for more details.

Tuesday mass today
Ilie aithols. antpus Ministry will hold mass
from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 prn, today at the John

Drug And Alcohol Awareness

1 he !Khoo’ of Art and Design will have a gallery
show today. Call Sarah at 924-4330 for more details
on locations and times.

Women Of Color Support Group

MS1.1 Counsellug Services will have a WOIncli ot
Student Support (froup today from 2,30 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Administration Building Room.
201. Contact Brc nda and Ferri at 924-5910 for
more details.

(.010f

Ihe School of Art and Design Is having a lecture
series today from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in Art Room 133.
"Fresh Acconci," a video by Paul McCarthy and
Mike Kelley will be shown. Call Andy at 924-4328
fin more information.

Student Galleries Art Reception

1 he School of An and lksign is having .1 SnIdCIII
Art Reception today from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
in both the Art Building and the Industrial Studies
building. Contact Sarah at 924-4330 for more specific information.
(;.111CrICS

Gallery Show Today

Being safe for Spring Break

The leer Education prcsents Condom Center.
The theme is "Safer sex during Spring Break," and
students can stop by March 18 through March 20,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Art Quad. Call 9246119 for more information.
Compiled by Mark Steidel
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Clot blocker may change Celebrating Steinbeck
chest pain treatment
"... a huge number of (our students)
By Gloria Magana
Spartan Daily Staff Write,

White directed one of two large
A
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP)
powerful new clot-preventing medi- studies on the drug, called Aggrastat,
cine appears to cut the risk of heart that were released Monday at a meetattack and death almost in half in ing of the American College of
people hospitalized with severe chest Cardiology.
Dr. Rick Sax, who developed the
pain, a medical emergency that
afflicts more than 1 million drug at Merck & Co., estimated that
if all the 1.2 million unstable angina
Americans annually.
The drug is one of a new class of patients hospitalized in the United
medicines that are likely to revolu- States each year received Aggrastat, it
tionize the treatment of unstable would prevent between 5,000 and
angina, an ominous attack of chest 10,000 deaths and 30,000 to 40,000
heart attacks.
pain that is the lead
Aggrastat is still
ing reason for admitconsidered experiting people to coro- "These are
mental. Merck plans
nary care units.
to ask the Food and
The medicine is a landmark
Drug Administrasort of super aspirin
tion later this year
that works by stop- studies that
for permission to put
ping the formation of
it on the market.
blood clots. These represent a
The medicine is
clots can trigger heart scientific
available only as an
attacks by choking
Injection for use in
off the supply of breakthrough."
the hospital, but at
blood to the heart
least 19 new versions
muscle.
Currently, aspirin
Dr. Harvey White, are being developed
pill form for longand a blood thinner
Green Lane Hospital in
term use in people
called heparin are the
with had hearts.
mainstays of treatA similar drug,
ment for unstable
angina. The new medicine proved to Centocor’s ReoPro, is already availbe powerfully effective when used in able but has been tested only for use
during angioplasty, the technique
addition to these.
Doctors say the new therapy may used to reopen clogged blood vessels.
Aggrastat’s success is likely to trigturn out to be even more imponant
than clot-dissolving drugs, an entirely ger an avalanche of similar medicines
different group of medicines that to capture a huge potential market.
The approach "really opens up the
have transformed the treatment of
treatment of unstable angina," said
heart attacks over the past decade.
"These are landmark studies that Dr. Eugene Braunwald ot Brigham
represent a scientific breakthrough," and Women’s Hospital in Boston,
said Dr. Harvey D. White of Green who was not involved in the studies.
Lane Hospital in Auckland, New "It’s a real advance. I’m encouraged."
Typically, unstable angina occurs
Zealand.
White said the drug will save the when a fatty buildup on an artery wall
lives of 13 of every 1,000 unstable breaks open during some form of
angina patients treated. By compari- stress. Blood cells called platelets conson, TPA, the leading clot-dissolver, gregate in this wound and clump
saves 10 of every 1,000 heart attack together. In the narrow confines of an
artery, this clot can be disastrous, for
patients treated.
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it may block blood flow entirely.
The platelets are hooked together
by a protein called fibrinogen, which
latches onto spots on the cells called
glycoprotein I lb-Illa receptors.
Aggrastat - or tirofiban - is one of a
class of medicines called glycoprotein
Ilb-Illa Mockers. As the name
implies, the medicine keeps fibrinogen from linking up platelets to form
clots.
Actually, 90 different biochemical
triggers can start the cascade of steps
that lead to clots. Aspirin blocks one
of these steps. Aggrastat blocks all of
them.
In one of the new studies, 1,615
patients with unstable angina were
randomly assigned to get aspirin plus
heparin or aspirin plus Aggrastat.
One month later, 3.6 percent of the
heparin patients had died, cotnpared
with 2.3 percent of the Aggrastat
f...,ents - a 39 percent reduction in
death.
The other study was conducted on
1,570 even more severely afflicted
patients, including some with mild
heart attacks called non -Q-wave
infarctions. In this study, all patients
got both heparin and aspirin, and half
took Aggrastat as well.
Aggrastat reduced the risk of heart
attacks in the following week by 47
percent: Seven percent of those getting heparin and aspirin alone got
heart attacks, compared with 3.9 percent of those who got Aggrastat in
addition. Heart attacks and deaths
combined dripped 44 percent.
"This is a powerful approach. We
have shown that it is clearly effective," said Dr. Pierre Theroux of the
Montreal !lean Institute, one of the

irk]
Speakers from arott,,i a
together at San It. . State
University for the "Fourth
International Steinbeck Congress."
The event, "Beyond Boundaries:
Steinbeck and the World" celebrates his literary works.
It is sponsored by SJSU’s
Steinbeck Research Center and cosponsored by Steinbeck Society of
Japan as well as the City of
Monterey. As one of the world’s
largest archives, the research center
houses more than 20,000 items
such as manuscripts, original letters
inscribed first editions, films, more
than 800 photographs, memorabilia and cassettes, according to the
SJSU web page.
A native of California, Steinbeck
was born in Salinas in 1902. Much
of Steinbeck’s works was inspired
by his experience in the world and
observations of inhumane conditions. He won the Pulitzer Prize in
1939 for the hook "Grapes of
Wrath," and in 1962 he was awarded the Noble Peace prize.
"Given the author’s concern for
the working class and immigrants,
will come

work to support their college
education and a very large
number are first-generation
college students in their families."
John
it is fitting that half our students are
of minority backgrounds, a huge
number of them work to support
their college education and a very
large number are first -generation
college students in their families,"
said John K. Crane, dean of
humanities, at last year’s conference. "These are the people
Steinbeck wrote about, demanded
be recognized and cared deeply
for."
Mary Jean Gamble of Salinas
Steinbeck Library said, "He dealt
with universal themes, situations
common to human beings, regardless of what colture they were
from."

K. Crane, dean of humanities
The events begin Wednesday
through Sunday, and are open to all
students at no cost. Throughout the
will
discuss
day,
speakers
Steinbeck’s work and world impact.
Daily workshops will be held and
informal discussion will take place
dealing with his writing and life. All
events will take place in the
On
Building.
Engineering
Thursday, the Steinbeck Center
will be renamed the "Martha
Heasley Cox" after an English professor and founder of the center in
1971.
Price for the conference is tree to
SJSU students. For further ’Misrmation call (4(18) 924-4588.

SPRING BREAK
SALE

reseArt..11CrS.

SAVINGS ON CLOTHING
Many items on sale.. .up to 75% off the original
price. Sweats, 1 -shirts, polo shirts, shorts and more.
GREAT SELECTIONS FOR ALL YOUR SPRING
BREAK NEEDS!!!

It claims zood
T R f LIT DEPRESSION
istitp len:Ai/save orci

CAN COUNT ON ARE DEATH AND TAXES.

Looking for a new modem.. or maybe some different
software’? Check out our
computer department sale table by the stairwell.
Deals up to 800/o off the original price!!!!

Now’s the time to stock up on gifts for friends and
family... jewelry, personal care and just fun stuff.
Check out our gift department for huge
savings!!!

You always need pens.. why not get them now while
the sale is going on? Come to the
supplies department for savings up to 25% off
our Cross pen collection.
And we’re willing to bet that a

in

Taxation Is a whole lot

more appealing, not to mention rewarding, than the alternative.
Especially when you can earn your Masters in Taxation in lust nine

All discounts
taken
at register

months at Golden Gate University. Enroll in our full-time program
starting this August. and you could complete your studies and be
working in one of our internships by tax time next year. Call GGU
today for information on our Masters of Tastarion

March 17

Its a degree

you’ll really be able to count on. In more ways than one.
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Camera Cafe

Dinner and a Movie
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Ralston’s fifth quarter

SFICHTENESSDULE

Former SJSU
football coach
has new title

YAW

By Deanna Zemke
Spartan Doily Staff Writer
After a 45-year career of coaching
professional and college football,
former San Jose State University
head football coach John Ralston no
longer spends his day on the football
field. Yet his future continues to
revolve around athletics and football.
Since retiring from coaching
Spartan football Nov. 23, Ralston
has been testing his skills in
fundraising and corporate development in his new full-time job as the
Special Assistant to Director of
Athletics Division of Intercollegiate
Athletics. Athletic Director Thomas
Brennan had talked with him prior
to his retirement about continuing
to work at SJSU with the sports program after coaching.
This is not a new area for him as
all head coaches are responsible for
fundraising. In 1995, he was able to
get the SJSU football team, which
he coached since 1993, into the
Western Athletic Conference. His
job now consists of calling on corporations to see if they can make
contributions to the entire athletic
program.
As spring practice starts in April
without Ralston for the first time in
four years, Ralston doesn’t think
he’ll miss coaching.
"III do, I’d be interested in going
to another country and coaching a
team," Ralston said.
Ralston knew he wanted to he
involved in football since the age of
11 and has coached the Denver
Broncos and the Oakland Invaders
and was named the "Coach of the
Century" by Stanford University in
1991. But it finally came time to
retire. "If I was winning, I’d keep
going until they put me in a wooden
box."
Getting sponsorship is a key element in Ralston’s job. The "Silicon
Valley Kickoff Classic," the media
and selected athletic events like the
President’s Cup are oulets for sponsorship. To bring in more spectators
and raise money, VIP hospitality
and tailgating and the VIP Box
Program are available.
Ralston is responsible for working directly with Brennan and has
been making efforts in enhancing
the Spartan Foundation in the gift.
giving program and focusing on giv-

Spartan Daily Staff Report
SJSU went to its 36th consecutive
National
Collegiate
Judo
Championship last weekend with
one goal its mind: defending its title.
The team did just that, winning
its 33rd national title.
Sophomore Amy Tong and
Senior John Serbin won the open
weight class, which allows the winners of each weight class to compete
against each other.
After placing second in the highly
competitive 72 kg. category, Tong
beat the woman who had earlier
of
University
defeated
her,
Colorado’s Liane Harada, for the
open title.
The men’s team won five of the
eight weight classes, took second
three times and third three times.
The Spartans ended up in the to
of every class, with five freshman placing in their first collegiate
championships.
The women’s team failed to place
first in any individual weight class,
but placed second twice in the four
weight categories entered. Overall,
the SJSU women finished second to
the University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs
Sophomore Johan Hub and freshman Deacon Kuwaye took the toptwo positions in the men’s 60 kg. category.
Two freshmen, Joshua Resnick
and Thomas Chang, placed second
and third in the 65 kg. class.
In maybe the strongest category
for the Spartans, Junior Chuck
Jefferson won the title for the third consecutive year and freshman Tetsu
Okano placed second in the 71 kg.
weight class.
In the 86 kg. category, Junior
Michael Barnes won his second
championship.
Freshman Charles Lee placed
third in the 78 kg. category. and
junior Eugene Kushmir took third in
the 95 kg. class.
The only other woman to place in
the top three in her weight class
besides Tong, was freshman Renee
Howard, who placed second in the
56 kg. category.

PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA Spartan Daily
John Ralston, former head coach of the Spartans’ football team, now works as special assistant to SJSU Athletic Director Tom Brennan.
lug to the athletic scholarship program.
"We’re also looking at enhancing
outreach with local business companies to build relationships to get
employees to games and to get corporate sponsorship," Brennan said.
"His (Ralston’s) contribution is to
enhance the revenue program. He’s
made very good progress. He’s very
well known in the area and has a
good sphere of contacts.
"I made an effiat to put him in a
position to wink on his strengths.
Lk’s been a 11 .1SSet to the program.
I’d like to have him work here for a
couple of years. lie’s good at
emphasizing the importance of college athletics, which is the key to
building with scholarships. He’s caring, genuine and a good fundraiser."
So far, Ralston has managed to
raise $2 million more than in the
past. "We’re at the bottom of the
WAG. We need to raise another $2
million by contacting prominent
alumni front Los Angeles and
Phoenix."

Ralston said he enjoys his new his office. Ralston even attended forposition. "Helping the football pro- mer Spartan foe Nedncy’s wedding
gram is fun. I Waist to get NISI’ inio last month. Nedney is currently
playing for the
the Pacific Athletic
Gonkrence (PAC) Miami Dolphins of
10. We’re all broke.
the NEI..
We all need money.
"I always stay
This is a way to make
close to the players.
money. Now, the
That’s the way it
WAG is fine.
should be. That’s
"You need to
what they put mc
think onward and
here forto help
upward in this busithe players with
ness. I want to see
every problem imagfootball
in
the
inable,"
Ralston
Olympics."
said.
Meanwhile,
"We tell them to
Ralston intends to go
do what is right, do
to all the home games
the best you can and
as a spectator.
Tom Brennan, go to class. If you
"I don’t have to be
observe these three
athletic director roles, you’ll be sucin the sidelines as
long as I’m around
cessful all your life."
the game and helping
Members
of
the players protect the
Ralston’s
SJSU
game," Ralston said.
oat hung staff think the coach is perPlayers who were coached hy fect for his new position.
Ralston still stop by and visit hint In
"Coach Ralston is a rare individ-

"He’s been an
asset to the
program. I’d
like to have
him work here
for a couple
of years."

Hockey team wins another title
Spartans blow out
defending victors
fbr championship
Ny Victor Ribero
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’the San Jose State University
hockey team has existed for six years,
and, after Sunday’s contest, it has
come away with five championships.
On Sunday, the Spartans had no
problem with last year’s Pacific Coast
I lockey Association champion. They
clobbered Orange Coast College, 7-I.
The Pirates anti Spartans played
defensive hockey early its the contest,
leaving both teams unable to score.
The only good scoring chance in the
first period was stopped by SJSU
goalie Eric Lahrs.
I ahrs made a strong slap shot from

a

Pirate forward look like a routine

Save.

Tournament
M VI’
Brent
Faulhaber started the scoring for the
Spartans when he capitalized on is
loose puck and found the Orange
Coast net.
"Everything seemed
to click this weekend
for me," Eaulhaber
Si
said. "My linemates
Ryan Berry and Danny
’Ehebeau really did well
today. All of their pass
es seemed to find my stick and I to,
advantage of my chances."
A few minutes later, delenseman
Alex I ’trim slid a pass to Berry, who
easily put SIMI ahead 2-0 midway
through the second period.
The Pirates scored their only goal
of the game two minutes later to trim
the Spartans’ advantage to one goal.
SJS1.1 took a 3-1 lead into the third
period after Ryan Berry scored a

power -play goal, his %wind goal of
the game. Berry wristed the puck past
()(s: goalie holm 11111.
hillhabet and the rest of the
SpiiflaftS (Me Olit With a vengeance
in the final period. Faulhaber immediately scored when he tipped the
puck past Hill after
receiving a pass from
in the crease.
7 II idas
The Spartans would
later score three more
1
unanswered goals to
solidify what could be
their final 11:11A championship.
"This is my last season," said
)avid
ialy011, club president. "I feel
really happy ihat I helped bring the
cup back to San Jose."
Delenseman Tony Bennet was
also very happy with his Mill cup in a
Spartan uniform.
"This one was the easiest because
of the competition," Bennet said. "It
still feels good, since this will he my

ORANGE COAST

March 31 - May 17
Session Two:
Sign up Deadline April 11, 1997
Ail chasm are held on the Event Center aerobics room. ills0 Fitness held

last year of eligibility."
According to team aptain I )antsy
Ehebeau, the team is trying to move
up to either the Vac 8 or Rocky
Mountain conferences. Both of those
conferences have better competition
and have tougher restrictions on who
can play.
"We ((mild also go independent,
whnh allows us to town MR’ playing
better learns and fill. us OW Sights on
the
national
championships,"
"’hely:in said.

What’s a four letter word
for Barks?

Daily

ro

or

ual with an immense amount of
contacts in plates like the NFL and
other
universities,"
Budgie
Hamilton, Spartans’ assistant football coach, said. "He’s more than
well -suited for this position, since
he’s people -oriented. His varied
background makes him qualified for
this type of job.
"He was an easy man to work for.
Ile had good leadership liar his assistants to follow. He’s a person you
can trust."
"Everyday is a lieW experience,"
Ralston said. "I have the chance to
help young people. It’s exciting to
take teams to the field whther it’s
the NEI. or college. Everything is
just fun. I haven’t worked a day in
my life. I’m just playing games and
enjoying young people."
Presently, Ralston is looking
toward the future.
"I don’t look hack. When football’s in the Olympics it would be
great. A highlight would be to see
SJSU wits the WAG championship.
’Fhe best is always in the future."

Open To Helping An
Couple Bring A Child
Into This World?
Families of all backgrounds and
nationalities need your help

Family Fertility Center
Donate Eggs. private and confidential,
$ 3 ,000 stipend
plus paid egg donation related expenses.

SPECIAL NEED:
ASIAN DONORS

Call Christina today at
1,i/3000939001MM (6886)
(510) 21009745
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Get your free class schedule at...
Continuing Education, ADM107
Student Union Information Center
Student Resource Center, Wahlguist Central
Campus Parking Garages
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or on the World Wide Web at...
http://conted.sjsu.edu
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Yellowstone bison meat showing up

ROTC
continued from pegs 1
sexual students differently by preventing them from speaking freely
about their sexuality. they expel
them from ROW if they find out
they are gay and ask the students to
return their grants. she added.
"We are not treated as equal citizens under the U.S. Constitution,
Sivertsen said. "Congress does not
believe gays and lesbians have any
rights."
Under the Solomon Amendment,
any educational institution preventing an ROTC unit on campus would
lose all federal funding when the law
rakes effect March 29.
"I cannot in good conscience jeopardize even 8 percent of the student
financial aid still at risk, nor can I
jeopardize the life’s work of current
professors and students whose
research is funded by federal grants
and contracts," Caret said.
Thousands of projects in the various colleges and departments are
funded by the $23 million in federal
grants arid contracts. Some of the
programs include Moss landing
Mat Ille 1.aboratories that conducts
several federally funded research projects, and the College of Science that
uses grants for equipment and minority research training programs. More
than 500 students are employed in
these research and training activities.
"The effects of federal cuts would
be devastating to the university.
Many staff and faculty would be put
out of work," Caret said.
While ( :are( has changed his earlier pi),1111 /II ofl 12( [1( the Academic
Sc’ii.irt’ Iris not. At a special meeting

Jose

March 18, 1887

Monday, the Academic Senate unanimously adopted three resolutions
denouncing the enforcement of the
Solomon Amendment.
Academic Senate officials condemned the forced presence of a discriminatory organization on campus
and vowed to fight the law with every
legal and ethical means at its disposal.
"This battle is far from over,"
Academic Chair Kenneth Peter said.
"We will continue to fight to protect
civil rights and the academic freedom
of non-discrimination."
Requests for legal assistance have
been made to the American Civil
Liberties Union, the California
Faculty Association, Lambda Legal
Defense Fund as well as numerous
other private legal sources.
According to members of the
Academic Senate, the Solomon
Amendment is vulnerable to a constitutional challenge and chances are
high the law will be overturned.
"We need to keep this issue on the
front -burner until law is effective
challenged," Academic Senator
Allison Hcisch said.
Another resolution unanimously
adopted by the Academic Senate was
to issue an invitation to Congressman
Gerald Solomon, who wrote the
Solomon Amendment, for a public
debate discussing the strengths and
weaknesses of the new federal law.
"If Solomon declines our invitation, it is our obligation to put on a
discussion about civil rights," Heisch
said. "We need to educate the campus
about this fundamental principle."

GARDINER. Mont. (Al’) - From
buffalo burgers in Los Angeles to buffalo jerky in New Jersey, people are
consuming bison that were killed
after leaving Yellowstone National
Park.
Most don’t know it, and that’s by
design.
Before a joint state and federal
management plan took effect last fall,
it was illegal to sell Yellowstone bison
commercially.
That’s all changed under the plan,
which is aimed at protecting livestock
by preventing the spread of the disease brucellosis to Montana cattle
herds. The forest near Yellowstone is
federal land, but by law the State of
Montana may legally kill any buffalo

that leaves the park.
In the past, the bison were shot.
But now wild buffalo captured near
the northern gateway community of
Gardiner are tested for brucellosis,
and those testing positive are trucked
to slaughterhouses.
Of the more than 1.000 wild buffalo killed so far this winter, 483 have
gone to slaughter. State meat inspectors cleared most of them for commercial sale because they died in a
slaughterhouse instead of in the field.
While the bison tested positive,
the bacteria are found only in the
reproductive tract. Meat processed by
a slaughterhouse is not tainted, said
Larry Peterson, head of the State
Livestock Division.

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt
has been strongly critical of the bison
slaughter because, according to government biologists, there are no
known cases in which brucellosis was
spread from wild buffalo to cattle.
Gov. Marc Ftacicot has defended
the shooting of buffalo, saying that
Yellowstone’s bison herd has grown
too large.
So far this winter, bidding at the
eight auctions has mostly been dominated by RC Western Meats, a Rapid
City, S.D.. wholesale meatpacker and
distributor. About 70 percent of the
meat is ground for burger or snack
products. said co-owner Jud Seaman.
His three biggest customers are in
California, Texas and New Jersey, but

better cuts go all over the nation.
The products aren’t marketed as
Yellowstone bison, he said.
"Frankly, we haven’t been telling
them where it comes from," Seaman
said. "It’s pretty controversial."
More than 500 buffalo carcasses
that did not go through the slaughterhouses were donated to food banks,
senior centers, homeless shelters and
Indian tribes in several sts,es.
The state Livestock Department
collected $154,500 from the auctions, and paid $35,000 in fees to
slaughterhouses, haulers and other
contractors. The remaining $120,000
will be used the defray other government costs of the program, the
department said.

Front and center (stage)

Measure G
continued from page 1
writ,’ li,WcFS rand.
Not all students supported the
measure. lilake ’/.cellar, a business
administration major, voted against
the measure for two reasons: It
would inerease student fees, and
trying to put 200 organizations
into limited space would create
"pandemonium and chaos," he
said
-1171 happy it didn’t go

through," Zedlar said.
Despite the current setback,
Tirado said she and the Women’s
Resource Center will continue to
fight for student space.
"We still want to try to work
with the administration or anyone
else who can help to try and get
space, not just for the Women’s
Resource Center, but other organizations as well,- Tirado said. "It’s
not going to sif fp here."

Comatose rape victim dies
It rt 111-S I ER, N.Y. (AP) - A
I -he Mall convicted tot raping her,
woman W111/ was raped and gave birth John Horace, is scheduled to be senwhile III .1 (0111:11111e stale has shed, the tenced in two weeks.
Horace was convicted of raping
Pero hester Demo( rat and Chronicle
110
uesday.
and sexually abusing the woman in
the 30. year-old wstrrr.in, known 1995 at the former Westiall Health
only a.s Kathy, died within the past ( :are (:enter, where he worked as a
few days AI MI 1.111(11S1.11Ired health care certified nursing assistant. He faces a
lacility, the newspaper said. The maximum of 25 years in prison at his
sail’s(’ of death WilA not disclosed. The March 27 sentencing.
It was the first known case of a
family apparently withheld news of
her death in order to have a private woman in a comatose condition
becoming pregnant and giving birth.
Itmeral

Medical marijuana case dismissed
It I’. \ .1 I I ’s r Al’) In a kit
o hallenge ( aloof sirs new mesh( .11
nim meow tin. mire ifrosecutois dir
missed die sire Monday of all Al! IS
paiwto charged with possessing the
drug
Attor ins ohn Dioan argued that
o um nal o harges against Willie
should Ire dropped
Perkins.
1/1’1.111%1 We iri.0 ii possessed docisir’s
written diagnosis that recognized the
benefits rut rii.inijuatia in his treatmem.
-We rust left the einirtroom and
We JIM had ,111110 hung phenomenal
happen.- said I /man. The city
iris, lied a c hang: of heart."
While he dos tin’s letter did not
we, ifif ells pie, title 111.1flillalla. II did
said,
not "bp I to Ill Use,
Sn ’inc doe tors believe marijuana
tall relieve eye pressure from glatwoIlla, controd nausea in cancer patients
and s fotobb the severe weight loss
., , Alt 1’, patients.
( Adorn, voters in November

approved Propos:nom 215, which
legalized possession and cultivation of
111.11.1111.111a for medical purposes with
a doctor’s prescription.
Marijuana is still an illegal drug
under federal law.
Perkins Was arrested Dec. g whole
walking slowntown with A plasm Irig
of 111.111111.111.1.
Although lie produced a letter
from a doctor at Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center, it was not until
Monday that prosecutors made calls
to verity the authenticity of the letter,
Duran said.
"Reviewing the spirit of the law ...
we des isle to dismiss this case,"
Deputy ( ety Attorney Jerry Baik said.
While supporters arc lauding the
dismissal as a victory, both sides
remain skeptical about future cases.
1 don’t think you can make an
overall generalization of how these
types of eases can be determined.Baik said.

PHOTO

BA!. HARBOUR, Ha. (Al’) - A
Nazi -hunting group is demanding the
German government release a list of
pension payments to former SS officers so the list can Ire checked for war
criminals.
"We demand that all pensions to
SS officers be suspended," said Rabbi
Marvin flier, founder of the Iris
Angeles -based Simon Wiesent hut
Center. ’’We want too know who is
receiving these pensions."
I le said Sunday dim the pensions
msore than reparations
arc three in
paid to I lolocaust victims.
Hier notified German [foreign
Minister Klaus Kinkel a week ago that
recent revelations ri a war Stink’s sane

NEW YORK (AP) I sloe:rear,
Been there,
Is-wish soul ism& Done that.
But if you want to surf the
Internet and send e-mail to the
Western Wall while noshing on
kosher sushi, here’s the place for NMI.
Midtown Manhattan restaurateur
Eli Zarifa is filling A quirks: gap in the
city’s lunch market. His ID I. MegaBite Cafe may well be the world’s first
kosher cyber-eaters’.
"People think ofOrthodox Jews as
being backward,- says Barry Miller,
Mega’ Bite’s bearded. yarniiilke-wcaring technology manager. "But there’s
people like Eli and me, eating pizza,
using computers. We’re regular penplc. We just answer 10 a higher
aut hority."

no income?

You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used 11111,11P11111W
Credit Cards In The World Today.
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Millur wipes the (kosher) pizm
grease from Iris fingers before launching into a der feted’s: Jewish tour of the
111111MIJIIIIII superhighway an online
1 wall Q&A, live pictures from
Jerusalem’s Western Wall, up-tso-theminute polo real news from the
Middle 1-.1\1.
-( kiliasl. the I cibayitc hers.
they’re loig into die Internet,- he says.
referring, to the Brooklyn based ultraOrthodox grfoup ’.1.11 IC .1111/t11 I11
see their [ionic page pop up with a
picture of the Rebbe and everything."
Six dollars worth of food at
lu ire ht I me buys diners 30 mum tites
online. Alter that screen time is $6
for every half hr Mr.
One musts ’trier, smiling as he sees
the bank of f ormputers. rolongly asks

ORDER

(ii must in a Wiesenthal Center dinner
in Bel Harbour.
ells to the German embassy in
VV,islongton for comment were not
answered Sunday night.
Hier said not all SS members arc
considered war criminals, but an
examination of- the pension list would
help determine if Wan criminals are
receiving pensious.
I /tiring the oral In Rome. investigators deo-Immo ol that homer SS
Maim Rut I la, has been receiving
/11, ( or 1111.111 is oom lOr years despite
his alleges1 involvement in the
wartime slayings of 335 Italian civil urns. flier said.
I lass. 84. WAS a witness in the trial

,, lint %filo
"If yfru want til buy, rli sell you
one," /Arita chuckles. "But I think
you’ll have enough with the soup."
/Arita. 31. (opened his Diamond
District restaurant late last fall, joinmg a strip of kosher restaurants that
cater to tire Many religious Jews working in the area. 111%1 .I Mock south of
4611.1 stree(s 1 itile Br.oil. Mega-Bite
its petty, fly info the city’s bodge114141. ili el 11111. eateries,
With o omervatively dressed
WIIIIICII and nun in wide -brimmed
hats huddled around terminals, the
restalltAnt’s feel is deeidedly different
from the hip, downtown atmosphere
111.11 Aar:Wellies In(WI 14 the city’s
cybereafes.
Its shiny. lime-grern walls and

I

if tiler

FORM

YES!
,

CREDIT. NO i011. NO PARENT -SIGNER. NO SECURITY DEPOSIT! 1
g

had credit

III Rome have raised questiffils about
German [Miley IOWA RI homer war
criminals. Hier said he hasn’t receives!
repOlISC.
In his letter, Hier asked whether
-infamous NatIS" such as Adolph
Eichmann and Josef Mengelc, both
now dead, received government iffymcnis.
povernment
lie said ’tithe
does not «roperate, the Wiesenthal
(
will launch a worldwide LaIll
pow’ ag.fino the payment of tiro: pen
snuirs, which he said 111 tell rangeround $560 a month.
Iii’ dews rates the Ille1111/fy 0t.
1 hdo. mist V11. tunis and 111 Ille U.S.
soldiers who knight to liberate them,"

ol former Nazi SS Capt. Erich
Priehke, 83, who was acquitted in
August but ordered held for a retrial
when a higher Italian court found the
judge was biased. The German government is seeking extradition of both
to face war crimes charges in their
homeland.
!tier said the case underlines how
little is known about German policy
toward hornier SS officers. He questioned how one branch of German
government could be looking for ofTicers like Hass and other Nazi war
criminals while another was mailing
pension checks.

Surfing the Net while noshing on kosher sushi in a cybercafe

(itiaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
UpTo$10,000 Within Days!

no credit

Spartan Daily

Group demands Germany stop paying SS officers

INSTANT CREDIT
No

By BRANDON GARCIA

A lone student studies in the amphitheater Friday during the recent warm weather. After the light rain, the skies will clear and warm back up to the
high 70s to low 80s later this week

Vant. Credit ("Anis imediately. 100% OUARANTSIEDI
CREDITMAX, PO BOX 463432, ARABIA, GA 31146

Name
Address
City

:Ay

Phone (
Signaure

Guakuncal $10.000 In (

luncheonette-style tables are more
suburban diner than East Village
chic. Most male diners wear
yarmulkes or broad black hats, and
the occasional fur tophat signals the
truly serious believer.
Mega-Bite’s main attraction is the
hank of seven computers, just recent ly installed.
"I think it’s really gonna work,"
’tarifa says in his heavy Israeli accent,
"We get A very, very warm feeling
from the customers about the computcrs. People love it."
Bur all those happily munching
surfers can have one dangerous sideeffect Muller had to order special
plastic keyboard guards to make sure
crumbs and grease wouldn’t wreck his
technology.
larita bought Mega -Kite in partnership with the IDT Corporation, a
Hackensack, N.J.-based Internet
access provider and communications
company. 11[1 provides the technology. Zarifa provides the lunch.
"We otter everything you can
imagine, from Middle Eastern cuisine
to ’Una and Italian fissi, and, of
course, coffee, cappuccino, desserts, Z.1111.1 says. For variety-starved kosher
diners, Mega-Bite is - pardon the
expression - a godsend.
"Since I cat strictly kosher, there
aren’t that many choices," says
Simcha Margulies, a Hasidic actuary
who pulled up the NASDAQ home
page to check his stocks over soup.
"So every time a new restaurant
comes in, people want to try it.-
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The SPARTAN DAILY
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there any guarantee Implied. The
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LOST & FOUND

PHONE:

HEALTH & BEAUTY

WANTED

MINOLTA IVF LIGHT METER MU SCHOOL OF MUSIC 8 DANCE
lost near Joe West Hall. REWARD! needs a NEW LOGO! Submit a
If found call Steve: 279-4121.
two-color design to choral office,
Music 262. by 3/26. Best design
gets dinner for 2 & fame!
SERVICES

PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
Have your affair shot candidly
by a trained photojournalist]
Specializing in candid and
sports action photos. You
keep the negatives! B&W or
color avail. Affordable hourly
and day rates. Contact Steve
ATTN: STAFF/FACULTY: 700 so. at: (408) 279.4121.
ft. 1 bdrm. Queen Ann mansion
totally restored. Murphy bed in WRITING ASSISTANCE any
living room. No pets. Non smoker. subject. Why suffer and get poor
$1000/mo. Avail April 1. 418 S. grades when help is just a call
3rd St. Applications avail. Apt 3, away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
See to appreciate. Call 294-4799. college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
1 BDRM APT FOR 1 PERSON, no avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
pets. $703/mo + WOO dep. Parking Convenient Peninsula location.
&util. paid. 5th & Reed. 2597040 Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
2 ECM APARIWIENT-$900/MO. Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
Security type building
For free tips, tools and ideas on
Secure Parking
how to improve your writing,
Close In
visit our user-friendly Website
Modern Building
at http://www.aclplus.eom
Laundry Room
Regular e-mail: aci@netcom.com
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Call for free phone consultation:
(408) 295-6893.
(415) 525.0505...ask for Daniel.
FOR RENT

SPORTS/THRILLS

NEED TO SUBLET
LOOKING FOR ROOMS TO SUBLET
to Students in Silicon Valley for
this Summer. Call Darrel Stern
(408)7485117.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-757 5.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM $290+U. In quiet home
Safe area. Unfurn bdrm. Share
bath. No smoke/drugs. For: quiet,
responsible male student. Blossom
Hill/Camden. 408-7233060.

LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
"Writing Editing Typing.
*Spreadsheet &Database Design*
Desktop Publishing.
Bookkeeping PC Support
Reasonable Rates
448-8119.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247.7488.
MEN 8 WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest . Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408) 379.3500.

/RAVEL
EUROPE $249
Within USA $745129.
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! aehitch@netcom.com
ywm.isicom.fr/airtatch/
415-834-9192 cst pending.

SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
Improved Concentration
Increased Energy
*Weight Control
(408) 7372702

WORD PROCESSING

EMPLOYMENT

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area .Call Linda 408-264-4504.
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes. Reports. etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272-1552.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All ‘AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
MAC Pedomm 82188 Notebook levels welcome: Beginning, Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
150 both w/modems. Great cond. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Must sell. Lv. rtwg. 4085954996.
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, Resunea Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Punctuation/ Editing. 244 es Enx
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
WP 5.1/14’ Laser. PAM’S
COMPUTERS ETC.
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING.
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
IMCilci Sys 7.5 8/540 Col Mon. Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological,
hi $4(X) SW. MSoff. DataBasa UOls
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
Meditation Classes.
($1275 nee) - 8700 fcr at 2931451
5104899794 (Bus/Res/lkist)
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Word Processing & Editing
REFURBISHED MACS
Call (408)978-8034.
Both Academic/Bus Work Accepted
BEST PRICES!!
Reports
Theses MLA/TURAB
professional
WRMNO HELP. Fast
Classroom Computer Co.
Essen in APA Format
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
3549 Haven Ave. #1-1
WP
5.1/6.OLaser Printer
Essays, letters, application
Menlo Park, CA 94025
7 Days a Week 700am 9(X)pm
statements, proposals, reports,
FM (800)800-5115
ACCURATE
FAST
RELIABLE
can
etc. For more info, please
FAX (415) 306-1120
Dave Bmci ai 510-601-9554.
STUDENT SPECIALS
PROCESSORS.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Maii. EXPERT WORD
Mac SE & Classic
Science & English papers/theses
MAC Hsi, ci, cx
our specialty. Laser printing.
POWER MACS
APA. Turabian and other formats.
TUTORING
5200, 6214, 6100
Resumes, editing, graphics
MAC LC580
and other services available on
ENGLISH TUTOR
Inkjet & Laser Printers
either WordPerfect or Word.
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Dot Matrix Printers
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Crederrtialed H.S. Teacher.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
Call (408)9788034.
SHARP PC 3020 Mptop includes:
the Etherlink, Modem Card, Color
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Screen, Windows 95 and more. BILJNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
A must see. Contact Delic 408- Math: Algebra Geometry
papers, thesis, resumes. group
3225493 or 408-4649619 msg. Statistics Trig- Calculus
projects. etc. Have a typewriter
Physics: Mechanics Electric
to complete your applications for
Chemistry: Organic Inorganic
med/law school, etc. Will transcribe
English: Speak Read Write
ANNOUNCEMENTS
your taped interviews or research
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escribir
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call: Mike 40182981576
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Call Anna at 972-4992.
Email: mvera182886aol.com
Only $57 00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1.8006553225.
FOR

SALE

TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leaders
Elem sch. age recreation program,
P/T from 26 an MF duirg the soh. g.
F/T during summer camp program.
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
whoa year/Cal for summer employ
life guards & camp leaders).

YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for school -age
and preschool child care. Full
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
related units. For more info:
call Mary 0 2983888.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. Flying
Plg Pub. 78 So. First St. Must work CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled "4th & Santa Clara
ore day shift. Apply 3-5 pm daily.
Chevron". Full or Part -Time
SERVICE REPS NEEDED to available with flexible hours.
deliver & set up our exquisite Please call 295-3964.
cuisine. Our company vans.
PRIMARY PLUS
Excellent DMV & good people
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Skills required. 6 a.m.-10 a.m. or
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
10 a.m. -2p.m. weekends as
ECE or Experience Preferred.
needed. Also need on-call servers.
FOE. Call 3700357.
Call 246-9422 after 12:00 p.m.

TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
lic. drop-in play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
enviromient. Benefits avail. Apply in
person at KidsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thomwood Dr., Si
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ.
At the HUB, 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
MORTGAGE BROKER TRAINEE,
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
Entry Level. Excellent opportunity
to work In the financial industry.
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Jennifer Trujillo, Alumna of San
Earn 56/hr plus 810/hr in tips.
Jose State @408.3719911.
Deliver horn best Si restaurants.
PART TIME POSMONS - $9/HR. Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
2-3 week project. EASY WORK.
Call Dine IN @998.3463 now.
(408) 848-1023. Ask for Mike.

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
SJSU is seeking a part-time (20 hr/
wk) computer technician to work in
the University Advancement Division.
Duties include: Setup & maintenance
of division networks; Conduct short
informational training sessions;
Act as help desk for division staff;
Coordinate jobs done by off-site
programmer. Requires 2 years Mac
MANAGER TRAINEES
OS experience. Please apply in the SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR.
SJSU Human Resources Office Mon. thu Fri. 10ern-2pm. Sourdoug) No experience necessary. Will
Train!
Managers earn $4000/mo
MIS 170) Salary 6E1265E1.585 no. Eatery. 848 N. First, St. SanJose.
base+ corn. Corp seeks energetic
DATA ENTRY Type 45 wpm. Good people for management. Start
PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
computer skills, Day, evening, now. 629-1241.
Mal Sales
We are currently interviewing for weekend hours available. Flexible
retail sales positions for our new schedule. Human resources TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
El Paseo de Saratoga store, opening experience a plus. 87-58 per sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
in March. Benefits include medical, hour. Fax resume to 984-4873.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
dental. 401(k), vision, vacation,
sick, discounts, & promotional GREATER Opportimities Program near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
opportunities. To apply, visit our positions: Management. Direct Hourly ES plus bonus, Media
Camden Park store (2035 Camden Care, Support Specialist, Paid Promotions 4940200.
Avenue in San Jose) or Our Los Roommate, & Morel Flexible hours,
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Gatos store 1798-1 Blossom Hill P/T & F/T. Cal 408/2484484.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Road). We encourage applications
Great for Students!
ManuCOMPUTER
from people of all ages, races WORLDWIDE
facturer looking for talented sales Serving Downtown Sanlose.
and ethnic backgrounds.
City Express.
Inner
reps. $10/hr + Comm. +Benefits.
Fax: 408-982-0818. E-mail: 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCED
jobsilacmos.com
PC 8 MAC TECHNICIANS
LOOKING FOR WORK???
To load & configure applications,
Hundreds of job listings
YOU NED A .1011wrrn A ’mune
Windows 95 & NT Windows.
available in the
Troubleshoot hardware software We will train you for a full-time
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK
position with our nationwide firm.
& networks.
Visit us in BC 1310 get access.
Good communication skills to We offer:
Weekly Pay Incentives
interface customers.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
20 hrs/wk school year . 40 Monthly Bonuses
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
*Competitive Wages
hrs/wk other $13.75/hr.
Students needed 0) the immediate
Health
Care
Grouprate
11 quilted, get tesizne to Dot 91kr)
Engineering, Mail Box ENG. 485. *Complete Management Training area P41-time/part-time openings.
today 1-415-968-9933.
Call
minded.
career
E-mail: rsillaneemail.sjsu.edu You must be
(That’s All) Call 408-345-3936. International Bartenders School,
Fax: 924-3883. Call: 9243928.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

FUNDRAISING
FAST FUNDRAISER. Robe $500
in 5days - Greeks. Groups. Clubs.
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy.
No Financial Obligation
1800862-1982 ext. 33.
FINANCIAL MD
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
limit your possibilities for financial
aid! Student Financial Service
profiles oar 2003,000+ Individual
awards from private & public sectors. Call: 1-800263-6495 ext.
F60418. ( We are a research &
publishing company)

SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLEGE SCHOUUISHIPS NOW
Surf www scholarship4u.com
Cal. 800MIBASE2. 408829-8941
Email sisuescholarship4u.corn

Ad Rates: 3 -line Minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$7
$9
$5
3 hnes
$10
$e
4 hnes
$e
$11
$9
$1
5 Nnes
$12
$10
Blocs
$8
$1 for each additional lone.

After the filth day. rate increases by St per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Five 11/41011111111
Days
813 De it Saw
$14
$15
(
$16
Send check or money order lo:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jcee State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149

ads are offered free,

79;. code

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publicaSon.
All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
l QUESTIONS? CALL (400)924-3277

Special student rates available for these classifications.
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

-Lost & Found

Please check
one classification:

Nano
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

FAX:

CLERK & TYPIST POSITIONS
Si law firm benefits/parking.
Windows/WP6.1/ Typing Exp. pref.
Hardworking, Team Player a must.
Fax resume: J. Detmge 295-5799.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS*
Receptionist. Office Clerk
RETAIL SALES-MALM LUGGAGE
has P/T sales position. Flex. hrs. Sales, Customer Support
Great pay, Professional environ- Technician, Testing Optr.
YMCA SLIMMER DAY CAMP 101151 ment. Apply Valley Fair Mall or Warehouse Clerk
Cal 408/9428866 or
If you like the outdoors, like call Cindy 408-2447370.
Fax to 408/942-8260
working with children & teens, &
in
camping.
have special skills
CHILI’S BAR & GRILL in search Electronix Staffing Services,E0E
games, crafts, sports or drama, of Foodservers and Hosts with 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
=eider a Sumner Job at the YMCA! restaurant experience. Friendly, Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave turn
team oriented people apply in left at Clear Lake Ave.
Positions Available:
person Monday through Thursday,
DIRECTORS
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
Creek Blvd. San Jose, No Calls.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
LEADERS
Great for Students.
Please call your local Y for more
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
SECURITY
detailed information m application.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
F/T & P/T Will Train
*Grine YMCA -298.1717
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
Call or appM person. Mco-Sun 7-7.
(San Jose & Santa Oars)
408286-5880. 555 D Maiden Atm.
Permanent & Short Term jobs
*Southwest YMCA- 3701877
ABCOM Private Security
Between San cados and Park:Thor,
(Los Gatos, Saratoga)
408-247-4827.
behrxf the Cad ad Party Sere,
Northwest rvICA - 257-7160
(Cupertino, Santa Clara, Sunnyvale)
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Scab Valley YMCA - 2269622
FT & PT positions avail, in busy Fishing Industry. Learn how
(South San Jose)
MIPtasrBarsesse YMCA -9450919 whole foods restaurant. All shifts students can make up to $2,1350/
avail, flex hours. $7.50-$8.00/hr. mo. + benefits (room & board).
(Milpitas)
to start. Must be 18+ yrs. Ask for Call Alaska Information Services:
ML Maciarna rirCA -7790208
1-800207-5365 ext. A60418.
Wendy or Julia: 7339446.
(Magee Hal)

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Roams
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drsers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Aso open Saturdays 4-2.

924-3277

Rental Houseg
Campus Gibs’
Greek Messages’ Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Events’
Services’
Arnounaimenle
Loll and Foisocr
siThnlIst
Vc4unteers
_ Insurance
For Sale’
__Entertainment*
Aube For Sale
Corot:tilers Etc* _novel
Tutoring’
Wanted’
Word Processing
Employment
Scholars**
Opportunrhes

$.5.00 for a 3 Ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed

3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

in

person

$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415.324 1900. ME, 8.5pm.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service representatives. PT/TT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
408441-8600.

924-3282

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE.
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 408-3793200s21.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 21 29,
non smoker, healthy & respasibie.
$3.000 stipend and avulses pad
Oter etriicties also needed. Reese
cal VWVEC 1-510-820-9495.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
For info call 301-4241326.
POSTAL JOBS
lpto 515.29/hr plILIS benefits.
415339-8377 24 hrs.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add,
additional Information
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maldng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all liniu
offering employment Ratings
atcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

Daily
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ACROSS
I Time in office
5 Varnish
ingredient
8 Barks
12 Perfect
14 Greek cheese
15 leave out
16 Boredom
17 Farm baby
18 High -flying toy
19 Pungent roots
21 Portland’s
state
23 Small child
24 Halloween
greeting
ri
25 Lennon s wile
26 Leaves of grass
30 "That’s -- to my
ears"
32 Bird
33 Celestial body
37 Psyche parts
38 Mother’s sisters
39 - Office
40 Renew contact
42 Odor
43 Strainer
44 Slips
45 Chore
48 Change the
color of
49 Half a dozen
SO Landscaping
item
52 Rattletraps
57 Horseback
pm
58 Part of speech
60 Singer Judd
61 Once more
62 Film
63 Type of
exercise
64 Loch -monster
65 Large-antlered
animal
66 Young lady

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 Layer
2 - St Vincent
Millay
3 Split
4 Hawaiian island
5 Meadows
6 Money
dispenser
for short
7 Freightimin
parts
8 Oxen holder
9 Spanish friend
10 Mountain
climber’s aid
11 Pool member
13 Lend an ear
14 Ran away
20 Owns
22 Muddy the
waters
24 Montana city
26 Author Harte
27 Identifying
symbo
Ben Ailliern
Pa

29
30
31
33
34
35
36
38
41
42
44
45
46
47
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
59

Data holders
Parson’s house
Walk noisily
Debonair
Currier and -Story
House wings
Temporary
halt
Stash away
Certain
Germanic
people
’’- - Abner"
Tokyo’s land
Gas made by
lightning
Bundles
Rational
Cattle
sounds
Garbage
Bucket
Tiny amount
El ghtless birds
Uses a straw
Petroleum
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Opening Pandori’s box
against the downtown but, I think
that the unique housing brings a lot
of people down here it makes
them want to invest."
In a survey by SJSU in 1994, stuto
play a more
encourage SJSI
dents’ perception of the south of camactive role in off campus student
pus Area was that of disenchantment.
housing by re-establishing a universiAccording to the SJSU Environs
ty sanctioned housing program.
Housing Needs and Feasibility Study,
re -zone and update the zoning
some of the most critical issues plagudistricts in the area south of the caming students were personal safety and
pusthe physical condition of the neighPandori believes the major obstaborhood. Sixty-four percent and 52
cle his district faces is
percent of the SJSU
mas111111111111111 1
the issue of housing.
students polled comtic said housing is the
mented that the
No.1 problem the
South of campus area
City needs to focus
was "unattractive"
on and something
and that housing was
needs to be imple
"dilapidated."
mented right away.
A large part of
"The most imporPandori’s revitalizatant element I believe
tion plan is based on
is going to be hous
the
recommendaing," Pandori said.
tions of four studies,
"Without
getting
spanning from 1979
good quality housing
to 1996.
(Campus Environs),
"A survey that
we’re not going to see
was conducted at the
neighborhood
the
university a few years
improve. It’s a real
ago found that the
shame because here’s
students felt unsafe
DayId Pandori, living in (south of
an area right next to
the university that
S.J. Councilman campus)," Pandori
most students would
said. "The first step
find extremely convethat we’re going to
nient to live there,
undertake is kicking
and there are students that live there."
off Project Crackdown in that neighAccording to Pandori, the preserborhood. It’s going to be an effort
vation of single-family housing could
where we really concentrate police
be beneficial to the Campus Environs
eflOrts and the efforts of other city
neighborhood.
departments to do a quick clean-up
"There is a unique housing stock
on the area and get the bad guys out
that exists in San Jose," he said. "The
the drug dealers
and off the streets
craftsman,
Victorian
houswonderful
and gang members. But the more
some
of
es that give the downtown
challenging steps are what come afterthe character it has. So, it does make
ward."
sense to try and preserve (single famiResponding to why the situation
ly housing). There is a lot of marks
in his district has gotten so had,

Councilman plans to revitalize
downtown, campus area
By Melanie Balangtte
Spartan Daily Staff Wntrr

David Pandori thinks he can solve
the problems plaguing downtown San
Jose
According to Pandori, the
Campus Envitons neighborhood (the
area between Fourth and 11th streets
and Santa ( .laro to Highway 280) will
progressively move forward when an
aggressivc revitalization plan is impleecommends that
mented. Par..
the San lose City Council considers
short- and mid -terns actions that
could possibly heal the present woes
of Pandou’s district.
In a six -page memorandum sent to
every council member, Pandori
unveiled a list of ac tiOnS that could be
taken As at ore tot his ailing district:
establish Project ( .rackdown for
downtown San Jose.
target a housing rehabilitation
and paint grant program for the
Campus Environs area.
establish a "Residential Permit
Parking Program."
improving neighborhood basics,
including the installation of street
lights, trash cans, permanent street
sweeping signs, tree planting and
t rimming.
toliSider :ippropriair pi li. ies to
discourage I ’other concentration of
drug and al...hol treatment programs
arid residentially oriented "Criminal
Diversion Programs’. in the Campus
Environs.
develop a beatitilitation plan for
slicers throughout the Catnpus
linirons neighborhood.
convert 10th and 11th streets
into two-way streets to niiike the area
safer for resident arid pedestrians.

"The first step
that we’re going
to undertake is
kicking off
Project
Crackdown in
that (downtown)
neighborhood."

Pandori said. There was no real plan
when the city was being built.
"What I think is happening to
downtown is happening in a lot of the
downtown’s in American cities."
Pandori said. "What happened in the
’50s and ’60s throughout the United
States is that the central areas of most
of American cities declined and that
they grew outward. Jobs and people
had the ability to move out and live a
suburban lifestyle. What flowed from
that was deterioration and decay."
Pandori stressed the need for more
parking for residents and SJSU students. As an SJSU alumnus, Pandori
understands the dilemma students
face. Pandori has put out a proposal
to SJSU President Robert Caret in
which Caret consider a joint parking
garage with downtown San Jose near
the area in Fourth and San Fernando
streets. Pandori believes that through
this joint venture with the university,
the money "freed up" could be utilized for other parking facilities in
downtown.
"When I chaired the Campus
Environs Task Force, we were looking
at the parking issue," Pandori said.
-The Campus Environs Task Force
was formed in 1991. It was to study
the closure of San Carlos Street, but
also to study others things around
campus to improve the situation.
Parking was an issue that came up.
The task force had a discussion with
SJSU about what can (the task force)
do to improve parking to the extent
that the university can build another
garage that’s going to make it better for the residents and for the students..lhere’s going to be less scrambling by the students to find parking
in the streets."
Pandori said it is about time that
the city seriously consider and implement these solutions as quickly as
possible. According to Pandori, rec-

Downtown Councilman David Pandori discusses the
SJSU-city library, the city’s housing problems and
what the future might bring to the campus area
Isis’s or renovate these dilapidated
buildings. *there’s no upgrade or even
upkeep of these structures. And people don’t W.Int to live it StiCh buildings. I’ve talked to people, even students, and results from our recent survey also indicate that they don’t want
to live in some areas. maybe even on
or around campus, because isf the
conditions. I hey don’t feel safe. I
think that is very sad.
Eve proposed to the mayor and the
.ity Council Campus Environs
Action Plan, which would target
housing rehabilitation and revitalize
the campus neighborhood.
TEXT BY JANA SESHADRI SPARTAN DAILY
Q: When and whit did you decide
pstlttts
A: 1 never really wanted to get
into politics. My interest was and still
planning. When I WAS A
IN III
student at San lose State
my major was environmental studies.
kV I took classes in urban planning
- city planning. Professor Terry
(lsristensen noticed nty interest antl
mentioned to me the internship program the 4its: offered to students, so I
interned
I out M h nerr, the boixin twine.
nier mayor Ii was
11.111 was peal. I le was a niati id high
ethical standards I Ii vas, a 1..1 to this
its’ and had the [iglu h. IIS Wish the
environment and Whet isstles.

opened up, 1 decided to run. I figured
... I t All ’Ale rtIple later (laughter).
Ent in:mit, intereSted in t nu’s, how
they’re ’,kilned, how they’re 11111.

10 enter

lhr yon illos

Q:

working with

11101?

A: A list.
Q:

Pleas, go ahead with what von

were saying

Well. .slier

A:

San Jose. I low do
you think it got to be the way it is
now ?
A: I think it goes back to the 50s
and 60%. When the tint was being
built, there was no plan Ni development plan. I liteari, if vim go down
(1: Downtown

%Mine of the streets south of cantina,

you can see what Ens talking about.
There’s housing and apartments all
together, With no parking Affallgt’
[11(.01. Si trite streets have Imly housing
or businesses and sonic streets only
apartments. but with no LI,ncrete
islanning. What I’m saying is. cities
can survive only if planned and maintained well. I mean, what Were they
thinking? I probably thouldn’t be saying this, but this is not the way it
should be done.

graduated limn
on to Berkeley
10 tlo III1’ MANICI 1, program, but I
studied law As well. I enrolled in
11.1,1111g% I .1W St tool As well, So I WAS
doing both at Ille same 011ie. And
then later, when the council scat
I

Q: What about the lack of housing
in San Jose
A: The city is facing funising problems now lx.cause of Ialk of plantsing
and maintenance. Apartment owners
and home owners don’t Want to ref iir-

SAII mice S1.10. I WeII1

Q: Please explain what it would
do.
A: Hits is quite .4 comprehensive
plan wlii411 toyer, issues like a residential pertint parking program predominantly tor rental bruising,
beautifi, anon plan, which would
int I Mk iloproving neighborhood
boo., like installation ol Street lights,
11.4.11 tins. landst aping, ’slanting
more trees and trimming and maintaining existing trees And re -zoning
some of the area.s Around campus.
Another iteni on my proposal is the
itrini City -San Jose State l’iliversitv
housing proiect, which would identi
ty student housing problems arid pri
vote development opportunities. Hie
campus environs neighborhood is thc
gateway to both downtirvyn San lose
arid the university and ihis is c Mita!
to the NM LOs
university and
downtown’s redevelopment.
Q: flow would you describe the
relationship between the City and
San Jose State University ?
A: It’s very good now. I think it’s
the best it’s ever been. President
Robert Caret is identifying the university’s problems and giving them
visibility. The joint library project is a

good example.
Q: Could you talk more about the
library project, please?
A: Yes, the library project involves
quite a lot of planning. We’re talking
about a main library for both the city
and the university. Something for
everyone, but it should be planned
well. I mean, where will we put
Win nie the hiiih? There should Ile a
children’s section somewhere. Also,
the library should provide the best
Sonia: of information for the huge
student population. The Council has
now set up a committee. The university will form their own. They should
be able to decide ors what they want
to do. This joint project can work. A
main library WAS built in San
hrancisco, which is working well.
Q: What about funding for the
library? The current estimate is $40
A: (Shaking his head) I think the
estimate is very low. We’re busking at
a much higher amount than that.
Q: Going back to the downtown
problems,
how
will
Project
.raekdown work ?
A: I’ve proposed to the Mayor and
the City Council that we expedite the
of
Project
Implementation
Crackdown in the campus environs
neighborhood, which is the next site
under consideration. Unfortunately,
in this particular area, there is a high
level of drug and gang Activity. ’Pie
campus environs neighborhood is Also
considered a high :Atom area. Project
Crot kdown can address these issues.
I’ve submitted the proposal to the
City Council.
By involving the residents and the
businesses in every area, we should
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other plans you have for die city.
A: I’ve started a program called
"Volunteerism," where the residents
anti businesses get involved with one
another firr itY and community projects. It’s very important that people
in the city and everywhere else, work
together and get to know one another. Then they start 10 If11%1 each other
and form prod, lasting telationships
that will last a long time "Parks and
Prizes" is a program which eticourageS
residents to be aware of the cleanliness
of the city, and as a reward for cleaning tip local parks, the businesses in
the area will offer residents free
coupons oi sleuth!’ services. "The
Barbet Ile Beautifit ai ion Corps" is
another program where we will celebrate the progress of tasks by having
barbecues for the residents and businessmen.

Q: Why did you oppose the
"Saturday night specials" ban law
which went into effect Jan. I?
A: I oppose it only het:aloe it is
illegal. The City Attorney (loan
Gallo) told me that passing this law
would be illegal. Only thc State
Legislature has the authority to enact
these kinds of laws. The City has no
authority here and has been expressly
ordered to stay out.
’lb is was a very hard vote for me. I
support gun control; I do not oppose
gun control. What was funny WAS,
during the vote. the hall was packed
with supporters of gun control
protesting my vote. That’s not the
issue here. this ban went into effect,
but it has not been enforced. I don’t
think it will be. There will be all kinds
of law suits - its against the law.
Q: Explain your relationship win Ii
Susan Hammer.
A: I likc Mayor I Iantnnsnen personally quite a lot. But, she and I have different views.

(/: Who do you respect in politics
now and why?
A: I admire 1 )ialine Sic Kenna, former supervisor, because I think she
worked a lot for children’s issues and
also had high ethical standouts. She
had a great sense ot 11111001 As well.

Mayor

Q: Will you run for Mayor in
1998 ?
A: I don’t know.

Q: Where do you see yourself 10
years from now ?
A: I see myself with my family, my
two kids. I have a 6 veor old and a 3 year -old. I don’t asinic t.ugin very high
in politic.s. I’m not interest, d

Q: You initiated the Spartan
Stadium Task Force. lias the Council
formalized a working group vet
A: No, not yet.

Li
Gne

Q: What will the working group
do ?
A: Basically the working group will
involve the businesses and residents in
the Spartan Stadium neighborhood to
address the parking and traffic concerns, which is our moin focus for
that area now.

I l’Ite/1 WIMP.
PtilliPlitled

Q: Please talk about some ml the

STA Travel is the world’s largest
travel organization specializing
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work toward getting rid of the drug
trafficking and gang activity in the
city. Along with a long-term revitalization plan, the neighborhoods can
improve and stay that way for a long
time,
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by Pandori has not yet been discussed.
"What David Pandori did was
condense all the different issues into
one general plan," said Jim Anton,
council aide to Margie Fernandes.
"The issues are old and were previously discussed during council meetings."
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ommendations from previous studies,
reports and city council discussions
have too long been ignored.
Pandori’s plan to some arc neither
new nor inventive. The other nine
council members have yet to discuss
the recommendations put forth by
Pandori. According to a representative for council member Charlotte
Power’s office, the memorandum sent
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PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER

Councilman David Pandori has proposed an aggressive revitalization
program to help solve some of the problems facing downtown
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(IA list Mortuary Cemetery
Santa
!uncoil I tome
Redwood ()lapel
White irab,l.hapel

For reservations call:
(4011) 293-213611
(5101618-5585

